DETAILS AND TERMS

WE REMAIN SMALL BY CHOICE to preserve flexibility, spontaneity, and provide a more personal service. The
usual limit is 8 persons. A USCG-licensed Captain, chef, and deck hand/first mate, (a guide is included on selected trips
as noted on the schedule) are your crew, and are carefully selected for their experience and ability to contribute to the
pleasure of your trip.
YOUR RESERVATION IS HELD FOR 10 CALENDAR DAYS pending receipt of your 50% deposit. The balance is
due before the 90th day prior to departure. Reservations made within 120 days require full payment. Your payment will
be refunded less 10% cancellation fee of total fare cost and any commissions paid if canceled 150 or more days prior to
departure. Cancellations 90 to 150 prior to departure will only receive the same refund if your space is resold. We suggest
the purchase of trip insurance to protect your fare in case the unavoidable requires you cancel. In the unlikely event we
cancel your cruise you will receive a 100% refund of what you paid to ALASKA SEA ADVENTURES.
DOUBLE OCCUPANCY FARES differ according to cabin selection. Deluxe Cabin w/ensuite bathroom/shower (3);
Suite Cabin w/ensuite bathroom/shower (1).
EXCLUSIVE CHARTER GROUP RATES are based on 4-8 person bookings and offer private boat use and custom
designed itineraries. Any dates on the schedule not already reserved are available.
MORE IS PROVIDED in your fare from the start. Your cruise on the Northern Song includes: all meals, beverages,
select wine with evening meals, beer, bedding, linens, shore excursions, use of ships library of reference books and
DVD/VCR selections, hydrophones, sea kayaks and fishing tackle. Special quotes provided for non-listed items
and/or for your special needs.
If you made your reservation direct with ALASKA SEA ADVENTURES your transfers between boat and hotel or boat and
airport in Alaska are included. If you book through an agent, or a special group, check with them regarding transfers as
other arrangements may have been made.
NOT INCLUDED: Air fares and air charters, sales tax, fishing licenses, seafood sealing and packing for transport, hard
liquor, (we can purchase it for you), gratuities and personal items.
WEATHER IS ALWAYS A FACTOR and wind is the most significant. Mariners have altered courses to minimize the
weather’s impact for centuries. Your Captain may select an alternate route to provide a similar experience and preserve
the safety, comfort, and quality of your cruise.
This document is the first part of your pre-cruise information packet, which will include booking confirmation, local area
map(s), directory of contacts for Alaska travel and local lodging, a list of packing suggestions, itinerary information card
and an Acknowledgment of Risks form.
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